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Witold Hurewicz
In Memorianl*
SOLOMON LEFSCHETZ
Last September sixth was a black day for mathematics. For on that day there disappeared, as a consequence of an accidental fall from a pyramid in Uxmal, Yucatan, Witold Hurewicz, one of the most capable and lovable mathematicians to be found anywhere. He had just attended the International Symposium on Algebraic Topology which took place during August at the National University of Mexico and had been the starting lecturer and one of the most active participants. He had come to Mexico several weeks before the meeting and had at once fallen in love with the country and its people. As a consequence he established from the very first a warm relationship between himself and the Mexican mathematicians. His death caused among all of us there a profound feeling of loss, as if a close relative had gone, and for days one could speak of nothing else.
Witold Hurewicz was born on June 29, 1904, in Lodz, Russian Poland, received his early education there, and his doctorate in Vienna in 1926. He was a Rockefeller Fellow in 1927 -1928 in Amsterdam, privaat docent there till 1936 when he came to this country. The Institute for Advanced Study, the University of North Carolina, Radiation Laboratory and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (since 1945) followed in succession.
• Reprinted by permission from the Bulletin 0/ the American Mathematical Society, vol. 63, no. 2, pp. 77-82 (March, 1957) .
Ix x WITOLD HUREWICZ IN MEMORIAM
Mathematically Hurewicz will best be remembered for his important contributions to dimension, and above all as the founder of homotopy group theory. Suffice it to say that the investigation of these groups dominates present day topology.
Still very young, Hurewicz attacked dimension theory, on which he wrote together with Henry Wallman the book Dimension theory [39] .1 We come to this book later. The Menger-Urysohn theory, still of recent creation, was then in full bloom, and Menger was preparing his book on the subject. One of the principal contributions of Hurewicz was the extension of the proofs of the main theorems to separable metric spaces [2 to 10] which required a different technique from the basically Euclidean one of Menger and Urysohn. Some other noteworthy results obtained by him on dimension are: (a) A separable metric n-space (= n dimensional space) may be topologically imbedded in a compact metric n-space [7] .
(b) Every compact metric n-space Y is the map of a compact metric zero-space X in such a manner that no point of Y has more than n + 1 antecedents, where n cannot be lowered, and conversely where this holds dim Y = n. In particular one may choose for X a linear set containing no interval [6] .
' (c) Perhaps his best dimension result is his proof and extension of the imbedding theorem of compact spaces of dimension <n in Euclidean E 2n + 1 which reads: A compact metric n-space X may be mapped into E n + rn (m = 1, 2, .. '), so that the points which are images of k points of X make up a set of dimension <n -=. (k -l)m [26] .
This proposition may also be generalized as follows: Any mapping f: X~E n + m may be arbitrarily approximated by one behaving as stated. Special case: X may be mapped topologically into E 2n + 1 • Earlier proofs of this last theorem existed. The wholly original proof of the main theorem by Hurewicz rests upon the utilization of the space E;+m of mappings of X~E n + m , as defined by Frechet and the proof that the mappings of the desired type are dense in E:+ m .
A more special but interesting dimensional result is: (d) Hilbert space is not a countable union of finite dimensional spaces [10] .
Recall R. L. Moore's noteworthy proposition: a decomposition of the two-sphere 52 in upper semi-continuous continua which do not disconnect 52 is topologically an 52. Hurewicz showed [17] that for sa no such result holds and one may thus obtain topologically any compact metric space. This shows that R. L. Moore's results describe a very special property of 52.
Another investigation of Hurewicz marked his entrance into algebraic topology. The undersigned had introduced so called LCn spaces: compact metric spaces locally connected in terms of images of p-spheres for every p < n. One may introduce HLCII spaces with images of p-spheres replaced by integral p-cycles and contractibility to a point by .-0 in the sense of Vietoris. Hurewicz proved this very unexpected property: N.a.s.c. for X as above to be LCn is HLCn plus local contractibility of closed paths [33] . An analogous condition will appear in connection with homotopy groups.
We come now to the four celebrated 1935 Notes on the homotopy groups, of the Amsterdam Proceedings [29; 30; 34; 35] For many years only a few homotopy groups were computed successfully. In the last five years however great progress has been made and homotopy groups have at last become computable mainly through the efforts of J.-P. Serre, Eilenberg and MacLane, Henri Cartan, and John Moore.
Many other noteworthy results are found in the four Amsterdam Proceedings Notes but we cannot go into them here. We may mention however the fundamental concept of homotopy type introduced by Hurewicz in the last note: Two spaces X, Yare said to be of the same homotopy type whenever there exist mappings f: X~Y and g: Y~X such that gf and fg are deformations in X and Y. This concept gives rise to an equivalence and hence to equivalence classes. This is the best known approximation to homeomorphism, and comparison according to homotopy type is now standard in topology. Identity of homotopy type implies the isomorphism of the homology and homotopy groups. During World War II Hurewicz gave evidence of surprising versatility in distinguished work which he did for the Radiation Laboratory. This led among other things to his writing a chapter in the Servo Mechanisms series issued by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The scientific activity of Hurewicz extended far beyond his written papers important as these may be. One way that it manifested itself is through his direct contact with all younger men about him. He was ready at all times to listen carefully to one's tale and to make all manner of suggestions, and freely discussed his and anybody else's latest ideas. One of his major sources of influence was exerted through his books. Dimension theory [39] already mentioned is certainly the definitive work on the subject. One does not readily understand how so much first rate information could find place in so few pages. We must also mention his excellent lectures on differential equations [41] which has appeared in mimeographed form and has attracted highly favorable attention.
On the human side Witold Hurewicz was an equally exceptional personality. A man of the widest culture, a first rate and" careful linguist, one could truly" apply to him nihil homini a me alienum puto. We shall in general assume that (l) may be written in the normal form: A solution or integral of (2) over the interval X o~x~X l is a singlevalued function y(x) with a continuous first derivative y'(x) defined on [x o , Xl] such that for X o~X < Xl:
Geometrically, we may take (2) as defining a continuous direction field over D; i.e., at each point P: (x, y) of D there is defined a line whose slope isf(x, y); and an integral of (2) is a curve in D, one-valued in X and with a continuously turning tangent, whose tangent at P coincides with the direction at P. Equation (2) does not, however, define the most general direction field possible; for, if R is a bounded region in D, f(x~y) is continuous in R and hence bounded
where M is a positive constant. If ex is the angle between the direction defined by (2) and the x-axis, (4) means that ex is restricted to such values that Itan exl~M
The direction may approach the vertical as P: (x, y) approaches the boundary C of D, but it cannot be vertical for any point P of D. This somewhat arbitrary restriction may be removed by considering the system of differential equations
where P and Q are the direction cosines of the direction at (x, y) to the x-and y-axes respectively and hence are continuous and bounded; and a solution of (5) is of the form
which are the parametric equations of a curve L in D. We shall be able to solve (5) by methods similar to those which we shall develop for (2); hence weshall for the present consider only the theory of the equation (2).
an exact s~lution, provided the approximation is sufficiently close. The present section will formulate the idea of an approximate solution and prove that the approximation may be made arbitrarily close. The methods used will be practical even though rather crude. More important, the demonstration of the existence of approximate solutions will later lead to the proof of the existence and uniqueness of exact solutions.
has a piecewise continuous derivative on [Xl' X 2 ] which may fail to be defined only for a finite number ofpoints, say~l'~2'· • .,~n· Fig. 1 uniformly so; i.e., given E > 0 (which we take to be the E of the theorem) there exists c5 > 0 such that
Theorem 1. Let (x o , Yo) be a point of D, and let the points of a rectangle
Let Xl" . " X n -l be any set of points such that:
We shall construct the approximate solution on the interval X o < X < X o + h; a similar process will define it on the interval
The approximate solution will be a polygon constructed in the following fashion: from (x o , Yo) we draw a segment to the right with slope of I(x o , Yo); this will intersect the line X = Xl in a point (Xl' YI)' From (Xl' YI) we draw a segment to the right with slope I(x lo YI) intersecting X = x 2 at Y2; etc. The point (Xl' YI) must lie in the triangle OPQ; for tan (X = M, and
Hence the process may be continued up to x n = X o + h, since the only way in which the process could stop would be for/(x k , Yk) to be undefined; in which case we should have IYk -Yol > Mh contrary to construction:
Analytically we may define y(x) by the recursion formulas (5) where
Obviously by definition y(x) is admissible, continuous, and has a piecewise continuous derivative i = 1,' . " n which fails to be defined only at the points Xi' i = 1, . " n -1.
But by (4), Ix -xi-II < min (c5, c5/M), and by (5) c5
Hence by (3)
Hence y(x) satisfies all the conditions of Def. I, and the construction required by the theorem has been performed. This method of constructing an approximate solution is known as the Cauchy-Euler method.
It is unnecessary to improve the value of h, since, in general, as we shall show, y(x) is defined in a larger interval than Ix -xol < h.
The Fundamental Inequality
With a certain additional restriction upon f(x, y) we shall prove an inequality which will be the basis of our fundamental results.
Deftnition 2. A function f(x, y) defined on a (open or closed) domain D is said to satisfy Lipschitz conditions with respect to y for the constant
In connection with this definition we shall need two theorems of analysis:
) has a partial derivative for Y, bounded for all (x, y) in D, and D is convex (i.e., the segment joining any two points of D lies entirely in D), then f(x, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition for y where the constant k is given by
Proof. By Rolle's theorem there exists a number~such that 
This is the fundamental inequality.
Proof. We give the proof only for X o < x < X o + h; a similar process will give the proof for X o -h < x <x o . By Def. I, except for a finite number of points I:-Jtx.y)1<. , . I;:-Jtx·Y)I~. ,. x. <x~Xo+h
by the Lipschitz condition; Le.,
except for a finite number of points at which [dp(x)]/dx fails to be defined.
Hence, being continuous, it has the same sign, say without loss of generality p(x) > o.
Then a fortiori we can write (5) in the form
This may be written as (6) The integrand on the left-hand side may have a finite number of simple discontinuities but it has a continuous indefinite integral. Hence we may write
which is the required inequality.
Case II. If for all x, p(x) = 0, the theorem is obvious. Case III. If p(x) =1=°where x is some fixed number X o~x~Xo + h, but p(x) =°for some value of x, X o~x < x; since p(x) is continuous, there exists a n'umber Xl' X o < Xl < x~X o + h such that p(xJ = 0, Qut p(x) =1= 0, Xl < X < x. Applying Case I to the interval (Xl' X) we have (8) which is an even stronger inequality than (4).
Hence the inequality (4) holds in all cases, since, if p(x) < 0, the same results follow by considering Ip(x)l. 
Uniqueness and Existence Theorems
We may state this in the form that under the above assumptions, two integral curves cannot meet or intersect at any point of D.
Observe that without the additional requirement of a Lipschitz condition uniqueness need not follow. For consider the differential equation dy = y t dx f(x, y) = y t is continuous at (0, 0). But there are two solutions passing
which is unbounded for b arbitrarily small. Proof. Given a monotone positive sequence {En} approaching 0 as a limit, by Theorem 1 there exists a sequence {Yn(x)} of functions satisfying
except for the finite set of points xi(n l , i = 1,· .., m n . 
in virtue of Part 1.
Therefore the sequence {/(x, Yn(x»} converges uniformly to f(x, y(x».
Hence, by a well-known theorem we may reverse the order of integration and pass to the limit; which completes the proof of Part II.
Integrating each side of (4) from X o to Xl we have
But since Yn(t) is continuous
Approaching the limit by Part II, we have 
Appendix to §4. Extension of the Existence Theorem
We have seen that without the Lipschitz condition on f(x, y) the solution need not be unique. The condition is, however, superfluous for the proof of existence of a solution. This may be proved directly; we give a proof based upon Theorem 4 by the use of Weierstrass' polynomial approximation theorem. Proof. We use the following two theorems of analysis: Letting n~00 the above is valid with Yn(x) replaced by y(x) and so
since En tends to 0. As in Theorem 4, this last formula proves that y(x) actually is the required solution.
Solutions Containing Parameters
We consider next changes in the solution of a differential equation caused by either a small change in the initial conditions or a small variation in the function f(x, y). Our general results will be that such small changes will bring about only small changes in the solution. This again will be of interest to the physicist, since it will assure him that small errors in the statement of a problem cannot change the answer too greatly.
We have seen already that the solution y(x) of
contains the initial value Yo as parameter. We determine first a minimum range of values of x and Yo for which we can be assured that y(x, Yo) will exist and be unique. 
in the region
where h' = min [a, (bj2M) With a little stronger restriction upon f(x, y) we now prove a further property of y(x, Yo), namely:
Theorem 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 and if in addition (df/dY) (x, y) exists in D and is continuous in x and y simultaneously, then [dy(X, YO)]/dYo exists for (x, Yo) in R and is continuous in x and Yo simultaneously.
Proof Let fio be an arbitrary value of Yo which is to remain fixed until the end of the argument, satisfying lfio -Yo/ < I. Let Yo be a variable in the same interval. For convenience we write
We shall prove that the function
approaches a limit as Yo -fio, which limit must be [dy (X, Yo) ]/dYo at Yo = fio; and that this limit has the required properties.
In the first place we write 
lim !5{y(x), fi(x)} = 0
Yo-Yo (6)
t4 LECTURES ON ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
By (4) and (5) we may write op(x, y) [0 ]
Since p =1= 0 for Yo =1= Yo by the general uniqueness theorem, we may divide (7) by P and integrate explicitly with respect to x
where the constant of integration is determined by the fact that p(x o , Yo) = 1. Equation (8) is valid for all Yo' But lim p(x, Yo) exists; for by (6) and (8) 110""'0
The right-hand side of (9) is continuous in x and Yo simultaneously; for (oflCJy) (x, y) was continuous by hypothesis, and y(x) = y(x, Yo) is continuous by Theorem 8, Yo now being considered the variable point. This completes the proof. By similar (but considerably more complicated) reasoning we can pro\re under the same assumptions that if f (x, y) in addition has a continuous first derivative with respect to some parameter p in a certain interval, the solution y(x) is also continuous and differentiable in p. We omit the proof since this will appear as a special case of the general theory of Chapter 2.
We finally prove that the solution is only slightly changed if f(x, y) is only slightly changed; precisely: Proof. By (10), y(x) is an approximate solution of y' = f(x, y) with error €; applying Theorem 5 we immediately obtain (11).
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For example, in the neighborhood of the origin we can replace y' = sin (xy), which cannot be integrated explicitly, by y' = xy; which can; and for sufficiently small values of x and y the error will be arbitrarily small.
PART B. CONTINUATION OF SOLUTIONS. OTHER METHODS

Continuation of Solutions
In Part A we proved essentially the following: If in a domain D the function f(x, y) is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in y uniformly, for every point (x o , Yo) of D there is a rectangle Ro such that the integral curve y(x) of y' = fix, y) passing through (x o , Yo) can be extended at least to the right and left sides of Ro. Since Ro lies in D, by applying Theorem 4 to the point at which the integral' curve goes out of Ro, we can extend the region in which the curve is defined. We now prove that if D is bounded, the integral curve passing through any point of D may be extended up to the boundary of D.
We remark first that since D is bounded, and the integral curve cannot pass out of D, there exist positive numbers I and m, such that the integral curve passing through (x o , Yo) can be defined in the open interval
but not outside it. Our theorem will demonstrate that as x --+ X o + m the integral curve approaches the boundary of D; a similar proof holds for approach on the left. Let R I be the rectangle with edges X = x -a, X = x, and y = fi ± lb.
All points Pi must be in R I for j large enough. In particular, then, for some n, P n , (x m y(x n )) is in R I • Hence from Theorem 4 it follows that the solution of y' = f (x, y) This does not necessarily mean that the integral curves will actually approach some particular point of C; they might oscillate over a finite interval in the neighborhood of the boundary. Also, a number of integral curves may approach the same point of the boundary; e.g., if D is any bounded domain such that in D, X > 0, and f(x, y) = yl, then any integral curve lying between y = (Ix)! and y = 0 will approach the origin on the left (Fig. 2) . For if y(x) does not become unbounded, we may replace D by a suitable bounded domain, and Theorem 11 is applicable.
Under cenain conditions we can go farther and state that, even though D is unbounded, the integral curves will approach a real boundary. 
cannot be continued. Since the Lipschitz condition is satisfied uniformly for some k, we may apply Theorem 2 to the approximate solution
This maximum is finite, since f(x, Yo) is continuous over the closed interval
Hence y(x) is bounded in the neighborhood of X = x. Therefore by the Corollary to Theorem II, (x, y(x» must approach the boundary of We know by Theorem 2 that y(x) will certainly be defined in some interval to the right of x o , say X o < X :::;;: i. Then by Theorem 5 we can compute the actual error; it is ek 1f -ZoI -1
and therefore y(x) still is in the strip S. As long as y(x) stays in S, we can continue the approximating process, since in S, f(x, y) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. Hence y(x) is defined up to X = Xl' and from (6) 
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with the initial condition~(xo) = Yo' Let us replace the unknown function y in the right-hand side of (1) by the function~(x). This yields the differential equation
which can be solved by a quadrature. It seems very plausible that the solution of (2) will better approximate the exact solution of (1) than will x). Picard's existence proof consists of repeating this process to form an infinite sequence of approximate solutions which are· then shown to converge to an exact solution. The process also produces approximate solutions of any required degree of accuracy. Observe the analogy between this method and Newton's method of approximating solutions of algebraic equations.
It will be more convenient to transform (1) into an integral equation; we state formally:
y) be continuous oJ<er a domain D, and let y(x) be any
continuous function defined over some interval Xl < X < x 2 , and admissible [i.e., such that (x, y(x» is in D] . Let X o be any point such that Xl 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition that y(x) be a solution of the differential equation (1) is that it be a solution of the integral equation
The proof is trivial; we have already used the lemma implicitly. We shall demonstrate the existence of the solution of (3) by Picard's method under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4. This theorem is clQsely related to the so-called fixed point theorems of topology, which state that given a continuous transformation of an abstract space S into itself, under certain conditions, there must exist points which remain unchanged under the transformation. Now we may take as the "points" of S a set of continuous functions~over Xl < X~x 2 • If we consider ~(t» dt (4) it can be shown that Sand L satisfy the conditions of a certain very general fixed-point theorem, and hence that there exists at least one "point"f or which L(~) =~, i.e., for which (3) holds.
We prove our theorem, however, by more elementary and constructive means. Hence ePl(X) is admissible.
By repeated applications of the lemma we may define an infinite sequence of admissible functions by the recursion formula
We now state our main result:
Ix -xol~h 
We wish to prove
Ix -xol~h
We give a proof by induction for x >x o . Equation (10) is certainly true for n = 1. Assume (10) for n = m. By the definition of ePn (x) lePm+l(X) -ePm(X) I"<ixI/(t, ePm{t» -f(t, ePm_l(t»/.dt Xo and by the Lipschitz condition
Since we have assumed (10) true for n = m, we have (12) whence (13) (14) Ix -x o \ < h This being (10) written for n = m + 1, the proof by induction is complete. Equation (10) may now be written
n.
This proves that the sequence {c/>n(x)}, or equivalently the series
cOI}verges uniformly to a continuous function c/>(x). But in (7) we may pass to the limit and interchange the limit process and integration process, as we have done several times before. Hence t, c/>(t» dt (16) This completes the proof.
Observe that the existence of a solution has been proved only for the interval Ix -xol < h. Thus Picard's method (unlike the Cauchy-Euler method) is suitable for finding approximate solutions only in a small interval about x o ' But in such an interval it is very convenient. The error after the nth approximation may be easily computed; it is
Finally we remark that the Cauchy-Euler method may be generalized by using more refined types of approximation to the exact solution. For example, the method of Adams and StOrmer uses parabolic arcs whose extra constants are so chosen as to fit more closely the part of the curve already constructed. Runge's method uses line segments whose slope is determined by the value of f(x, y)at several points, using an interpolation formula. These methods supplant our crude ones in the solution of any practical problem.
Systems of Differential Equations
Introduction. Vector Notation
We now consider a system 01 differential equations of the form: ,; t) where It, 12" • " I" are single-valued functions continuous in a certain domain of their arguments, and Xl' X 2 ,' • " X" are unknown functions of the real variable t. A solution of (I) is a set of functions xl(t), x 2 (t), ' • " x,,(t) satisfying (I) for some interval t l < t < t 2 • To treat the system (1) it is convenient to introduce vector notation. An n-dimensional vector X is defined as an ordered set of n real~umbers, Xl' x 2 ,' • " X", called the components of X, and X is designated by where by assumption F is continuous in X and t simultaneously. Then the system (1) may be written as the single vector equation
The vector equation (3) is obviously analogous to the scalar equation of Chapter 1
and is in fact equivalent to it when n = 1. We shall discover that all the theorems of Chapter 1 may be generalized so as to hold for the vector equation (3). We shall also at times consider the set of n numbers (Xl' x 2 ,· ••, x n ) as defining a point in n-dimensional Euclidean space. Then of course every such point defines a vector and vice versa. We shall find it convenient to use the two ideas of vector and point interchangeably; e.g., we shall define the range in which the vector X may vary by saying that the point (x lJ x 2 ,· • ., x n ) (or even "the point X") may vary through a certain region R of n-dimensional space. We shall use vector notation wherever algebraic processes are involved. This double terminology will lead to no confusion.
In § § 2-5 of this chapter the theory will closely parallel that of Chapter 1, so we shall give detailed proofs only where there is a real difference from the simpler case. In these sections the theorems are numbered so as to correspond with Chapter 1. ' • " x nO ) and to be fixed. Let F(X, t) be con-
Approximate Solutions
Since F(X, t) is continuous, IFI is bounded by some number M in R.
Then as before we define an approximate solution of
with error € as a continuous admissible function X(t) with piecewise continuous derivative, such that and satisfying
for all points of some interval at which the left-hand side is defined. As before, we have immediately: theorem 1. Given € > 0, there can be constructed an approximate solution of (2) with error € over the interval
For exactly as before, there exists <5 > 0 such that
Then the approximate solution will be given by the recursion formula (X i -I , ti-I) for t i -I :::;;; t:::;;; ti' where Xi = X(ti)'
The details of the proof proceed as before.
(1) whence afortiori we have
From here on the proof follows exactly as in Chapter I, since we need to integrate (3) only over intervals in which pet) =F 0, and therefore p'(t) is defined except for a finite number of points. There is the additional simplification that in the present case pet) is nonnegative.
Existence and Properties of Solutions of the System
From the fundamental inequality our basic results follow exactly as in Chapter 1. We omit the proofs of the following theorems; they differ only formally from those of the simpler case.
Theorem 3 {Uniqueness). Let F(X, t) be continuous and satisfy a Lipschitz condition on X in some neighborhood of the fixed point (X o , to where (11) uniformly for (X O , t) in S. Then by (7) and (10) we may write dp.{t1x lo , t)~a 
where But by (9)
Hence by (11) uniformly for (X O , t) in S. The right-hand side of (16) 
will have partial derivatives in PI' P2" . " Pm continuous in all their arguments through whatever part of R the solutions (19) are defined.
Proof. Regard the parameters PI' P2'· . ., Pm as new variables, and adjoin to (18) the additional equations ; = 0, j = 1, 2,· . ., m (20) Then all the conditions of Theorem 9 are met by the system (18) + (20) The study of such systems will occupy the following chapters. Finally we remark that Picard's method may be applied to the general vector equation; the generalization of the process of Chapter 1 is perfectly straightforward. We shall see an application of this in the next chapter.
Systems of Higher Order
Consider the differential equation of nth order in one unknown dnx -=ji (x(n-l) . . . x' x· t)
n " , ,
